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ABSTRACT
Recent studies have shown that in the wired broadband
world, caching of HTTP objects results in substantial savings in network resources. What about cellular networks?
We examine the characteristics of HTTP traffic generated by
millions of wireless users across one of the world’s largest
3G cellular networks, and explore the potential of forward
caching. We provide a simple cost model that third parties
can easily use to determine the cost-benefit tradeoffs for their
own cellular network settings. This is the first large scale
caching analysis for cellular networks.
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Figure 1: 3G Architecture

INTRODUCTION

HTTP traffic accessed by its customers. In contrast to
CDNs, a forward cache is deployed for the customers
benefit and under the control of the ISP, rather than
for the benefit of the content owner. Would that technology make sense for cellular networks?
We first review the typical architecture of a 3G
network. Figure 1 shows a typical Universal Mobile
Telecommunication System (UMTS) data network architecture. Contrary to a typical wireline architecture
that is relatively flat, cellular networks are highly centralized. A User Equipment (UE) goes through the Radio Access Network (RAN) first to the Node B, and then
to the Radio Network Controller (RNC) to reach the
core network (CN). The CN consists of Serving GPRS
Support Nodes (SGSN) and Gateway GPRS Support
Nodes (GGSN). The SGSN converts the mobile data
into IP packets and send them to the GGSN through the
GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP). The GGSN serves as
the gateway between the cellular core network and the
Internet. This means every IP packet sent to a UE
has to go through a GGSN. Multiple SGSNs are stored
in Regional Data Centers (RDC) and GGSNs are collocated in National Data Centers (NDC). This centralized
architecture is ideal for forward caching. Therefore, it
is worth studying the tradeoff between the network cost
reduction and the additional cost of having the caches
in cellular networks.
One might argue that improving the performance of
the core network via caching won’t make a significant
difference to end-end latency, given the high latency of
today’s 3G RAN networks. This is a short term issue:
the next generation of cellular networks (Long Term
Evolution (LTE)), which are currently being deployed,

Cellular networks have witnessed tremendous growth
recently. For instance, one major US wireless carrier
claimed to have experienced a growth of 5000% in its
data traffic over 3 years, while a network equipment
manufacturer [2] predicts mobile data traffic will grow
at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 108% between 2009-2014. Despite this rapid growth, fueled by
the proliferation of smartphones, laptops with mobile
data cards and new technologies improving the performance of cellular networks, there is still a rather limited
understanding of the protocols, application mix and the
characteristics of the traffic being carried. For wireline broadband traffic, recent studies have shown that
the new killer app traffic is HTTP again [13, 10] and
forward caching is a promising content delivery mechanism [10]. What about cellular networks?
Our flow level data set, collected over a 2-day period in March 2010 in a large US wireless carrier region covering multiple states and millions of subscribers,
shows that HTTP traffic accounts for 82% of the average downstream traffic. HTTP being the killer protocol should not come as a surprise. Indeed, if HTTP
has become the workhorse of various applications, ranging from video streaming to data downloads [13, 14]
on broadband wireline access links, there are no reasons why it should be different for traffic generated by
these same computers when they use 3G cards instead.
HTTP dominating cellular data traffic naturally raises
the question of the potential for HTTP forward caching.
Proposed first in the 1990s for achieving improved client
performance and reduced network cost, a forward cache
is an HTTP cache is deployed within an Internet Service Provider’s (ISP) network for caching all cacheable
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plan to provide RAN latencies under 10 msec [1].
Having made the case why it makes sense to study
forward caching in 3G networks, we first characterize
the properties of the cellular HTTP traffic amenable
to caching in Section 2. We develop a cost model that
considers different resource costs involved and computes
the cost of using forward caching at different levels
in a 3G network hierarchy (see Section 3). This can
be used by network designers in performing the costbenefit analysis of deploying forward caches in their network and determining the appropriate caching solution
for their situation. Our results show:

If stale, the cache sends a “if-modified-since” request
to the origin server, and serve the object locally if the
origin server answers no or receive the object from the
origin server if it has changed.
When the request is received from the origin server
the cache will serve the object to the client. If the object
indicates it is cacheable, the object is also written to the
local disk.

2.3 Data Characterization
We next show some highlights characterizing the data
used in this study.
As we do not have reliable object sizes, we have chosen to use just an unlimited cache size for all our evaluations to understand the maximum obtainable benefits.
Experiments in this section were all conducted using
data from Thursday March 25, 2010,15:00 GMT to Saturday March 27, 4:00 GMT, containing many billions
of HTTP requests.
The first experiment looks at the cache hit ratio
across all the requests. This is the same as if caching
at the NDC level. At the end of the period, the hit ratio was stable at 33.4%. The amount of non-cacheable
objects was 31.3% of the overall requests. If the noncacheable requests are excluded, 48.7% of the cacheable
objects are served from cache. While there is no previous work for 3G traffic, previous caching work on wirelines networks [11, 4] and our own [10] found cache hit
ratios which range from 30%-49%. The majority of the
earlier results when taking into account all the noncacheable content are on the lower end of that range
which is similar to our findings here.
We also investigated the number of requests per object which as expected follows a Zipf distribution. To
compare this result to prior work we used the zipf R library [3] to fit a Zipf distribution to the data. The zipf
distribution has an α of 0.88. [15] includes a comparative study of multiple papers [7, 12, 5, 8, 9, 6] which performed similar studies more than 10 years ago. These
papers reported α values between 0.64 and 0.83 when
object popularity is measured inside the network and
close to 1 when measured on the end devices. The difference can possibly be explained by the fact that end
devices cache popular object themselves (e.g. browser
cache) and, therefore, less requests for these objects are
visible in the network. Our distribution is a bit higher
than the high end of the α range for in-network measurement. This difference could be due to changes in
traffic composition in the years since those older studies were performed. It could also be due to the fact
that 3G end devices have less resources then a desktop computer and, therefore, are somewhat less likely
to cache all objects they might request in the future.
On the other hand, the fact that the α is still not as
close to 1 as prior end user studies have shown might

• At the NDC level, the cache hit ratio for the overall
population of UEs is 33%.
• Cache hit ratios increases as the UE population
size increases. For sizes of 10K or more, different
randomly selected UE populations of the same size
exhibit significant and similar cache hit ratios.
• Using our caching cost model we show that in the
regime where in-network caching leads to cost savings, caching at the RDC is the most beneficial.

2.

TRAFFIC ANALYSIS

2.1 Data Collection
We collected HTTP request and response headers at
the interface between the GGSNs and SGSNs in a large
3G wireless network in North America over a 2 day period in March 2010. During this period, we observed
millions of UEs including laptops, smartphones, and
regular cellphones making billions of HTTP requests.
To preserve subscribers’ privacy, we used a secure hash
function (MD5) to hash the URL, host header and
nonces into a request identifier.
Since traffic on the SGSN-GGSN interface is encapsulated using the GTP protocol, we were also able to directly extract from the encapsulation header, the NDC,
GGSN, RDC and SGSN through which a particular
HTTP request was served. Unfortunately, our collection method did not allow us to collect the size of the
object returned for a particular request and we report
our results in terms of requests only.

2.2 Forward Caching Background
We first introduce some forward caching background.
When a HTTP request arrives from a client, the cache
directs the request to the web server (called origin
server) if the request indicates that the client wants
a fresh copy of the requested object. Otherwise, the
cache checks whether it has a local copy of the object.
If not, the request is retrieved from the origin server.
If yes, the cache checks if it is stale (TTL expired). If
not stale, the cache serves the request locally from disk.
2

a 3G network to SGSN, and exclude the radio network
costs and the wireline cost from GGSN to UE from our
analysis. This is reasonable since we do not consider
changing the caching on the UE itself and as such the
excluded costs is not impacted by any caching schema
deployed within the included wireline network.
We number the different levels in the 3G network
hierarchy, see Figure 1, in increasing order of depth
with an NDC, GGSN, RDC, and SGSN at levels
1, 2, 3, 4 respectively. Let ei denote the number of instances/locations (e.g., NDCs, GGSNs, etc.) at level
i. We shall consider caching at a single level in the
3G network hierarchy, with a forward cache deployed
at every location in the selected level i (1 ≤ i ≤ L = 4).
We also assume that a UE stays under the same SGSN
from when an object is requested to its delivery time.
We assume unlimited cache size and processing power
per cache, but cost proportional to cache size and processing throughput.
Let n be the network-wide total number of requests
from all UEs over the time interval of interest. For the
forward cache at the j th location at level i, we count
the following: (i) requests arriving from UEs which are
leaves of the subtree rooted at this location (ni,j ), (ii)
number of these requests that are for cacheable objects
but which require fetching the requested object from
its origin server (nsrc
i,j ), (iii) requests for which the requested objects are served from the cache (ncache
), and
i,j
(iv) requests for which the cache has a stale copy of
the object (based on object validity timestamps) and
therefore needs to send an if-modify-since request to the
origin server to check if a new copy of the object needs
mod
to be downloaded (nif
). Note that for some of the
i,j
if mod
requests, the source server will indicate that the
ni,j
cached version of the object is still valid, in which case
the actual object will be served to the UE from the local cache. Finally let nui,j denote the total number of
unique cacheable objects requested over the observation
time interval. Let p denote the mean size (bytes) of a
requested object, and q be the mean overhead (in bytes)
associated with servicing an if-modified-since request.
We need the following cost metrics per byte of traffic.
At the caching infrastructure, s: disk storage, c: CPU
usage, d: disk bandwidth. Let bi,i+1 and t respectively
be the (i) bandwidth-mile cost per byte on the network
path between 2 adjacent levels i and (i + 1), (1 ≤ i ≤
L − 1) in the 3G network and (ii) the transit cost per
byte that the 3G operator pays to its upstream provider
network. Define Bl,m to be the bandwidth-mile cost per
byte on the network path between levels l and m (1 ≤
Pm−1
l < m ≤ L). Then, Bl,m = k=l bk,k+1 .
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Figure 2: Cache hit ratio for different randomly
chosen UE sizes.
indicate that even mobile end-devices already perform
some level of local caching.
To evaluate the cache hit ratio as the number of UEs
that use a cache increases, a set of experiments was
conducted. The number of UEs chosen for an experiment was varied from 10 to 1 million increasing by an
order of magnitude at each step. The UEs were chosen
randomly from a list of several million UEs that were
active during the evaluation period. For sample sizes
below 10000, the experiment was repeated 50 times and
all others repeated 10 times. Figure 2 shows the minimum, median, and maximum values obtained for the
experiments.
The most interesting part of the result is how the
cache hit ratios increase with consumer population size.
As we were able to analyze data for such a large population, these results will actually allow us to guide future
network designs. For example, if a 4G network is being
planned and caching is being considered during the design phase either for cost or performance reasons, these
numbers can guide the carrier to plan the correct number of aggregation points to allow for efficient caching.
Looking at the results, it is not surprising that the
cache hit ratio has high variance for populations below
10000 subscribers. However, above that population size,
it seems that caching is similarly beneficial to all randomly chosen populations of a given size. This would
indicate that caches deployed for populations of 10000
or more will have predictable benefits. Not surprisingly
the cache hit ratio increases as the population size increases, and we see the increasing trend even with 1
million UEs, suggesting additional caching gains even
at this high level of population aggregation. There is
however a diminishing returns trend with increasing UE
size - that would be more apparent if the x-axis were
on a linear instead of a logarithmic scale.

3.

CACHING ANALYSIS

3.2 Cost Analysis: Caching at level i
3.1 Caching Model

The overhead of serving
requests using caching
Peithe cache
cache
, where Oi,j
is
at level i is Oicache =
j=1 Oi,j

We model all wireline costs of delivering data traffic in
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the cost of serving requests arriving to the part of the
3G network being served by the j th cache at level i.
cache
Oi,j
= Ri,j + Ni,j + Ti,j , where Ri,j is the resource
usage (disk storage, disk bandwidth and CPU usage)
at the caching system, Ni,j is the cost of serving the
objects over the 3G network, and Ti,j is the transit cost
that the 3G operator pays to its upstream provider network. For ease of exposition, we define the corresponding network-wide P
cost components
Pacross all thePcaches
at level i: Ri = j Ri,j , Ni = j Ni,j , Ti = j Ti,j .
Then,
Oicache = Ri + Ni + Ti

writing (for a new cacheable object or replacing an old
object with an updated version) to the disk.
3. The CPU and system bus overhead at the caching
system = ni,jP∗ p ∗ c.
P
+ nsrc
Let V2i = j nui,j ∗ p, and V3i = j (ncache
i,j
i,j ) ∗
i
i
p. V2 and V3 are the total volume of traffic stored
at the level i caches and corresponding to requests for
cacheable objects, respectively. Then
Ri =

3.3 Caching Benefits
In the absence of caching in the 3G network, each
request incurs the cost of traversing the entire 3G hierarchy from the NDC to the UE and of transiting the
3G-upstream provider interface. As pointed out before,
this only includes the wireline costs between the cache
and SGSN as the network from SGSN to UE t is excluded. The total cost for serving the requests can be
computed as
Onocache = n∗p∗B1,L+n∗p∗t = n∗p(B1,L +t) = V ∗(B1,L +t)
(5)
and the caching benefit at level i is Onocache − Oicache =
(V, V1i , V2i , V3i )∗(−c+B1,i +t, −t−B1,i , −s, −d)T , (note
that B1,i = −Bi,L + B1,L ). This equation is basically
the product of one traffic pattern vector (V, V1i , V2i , V3i )
and one cost parameter vector. Table 1 shows the traffic
pattern vector (normalized by V to keep the data confidentiality), computed for over a billion HTTP requests
arriving over a 12 hour period to the large North American 3G provider described earlier. This realistic traffic
pattern vector can be plugged into formulas to evaluate
caching benefits at different levels for a different network where the traffic data are not readily available.
The formula for caching benefit at level i can
be rearranged to the following form such that it
can be seen that all cost parameters have linear impacts on the total cost when other parameters are fixed: (−V, −V2i , −V3i , V − V1i , V − V1i ) ∗
(c, s, d, t, B1,i )T = (−V, −V2i , −V3i , V − V1i , V − V1i ) ∗
Pi−1
(c, s, d, t, k=1 bk,k+1 )T , as shown in second last column of Table 1. It is also apparent that none of the
parameters has dominating impact on the total cost
because the constants of the factors are close to each
other (range from 0.23 to 1).

Transit Ti : The transit cost Ti,j for traffic between
the NDC and the provider network is incurred for (i)
objects that need to be fetched from the origin server,
and (ii) for servicing if-modified-since requests. Ti,j =
mod
((ni,j − ncache
) ∗ p + nif
∗ q) ∗ t. Then
i,j
i,j
Ti,j = V1i ∗ t

(4)

(1)

j

X

Ri,j = V2i ∗ s + V3i ∗ d + V ∗ c

j

We next compute each of these components.
Computing Ni : Ni,j is the sum of the following:
1. The bandwidth-mile cost (ni,j − ncache
) ∗ p ∗ B1,i
i,j
on the network path between the NDC and the caching
server, incurred when requested objects need to be
fetched from the origin server, either because an object was not in the cache or because the cache had a
stale copy that needed to be updated.
mod
2. The additional bandwidth-mile cost nif
∗q∗B1,i
i,j
incurred by the if-modified-since requests (the cost of
actual object download is already accounted for in 1
above) on the network path between the NDC and the
caching server.
3. The bandwidth-mile cost ni,j ∗ p ∗ Bi,L incurred
on the network path from the caching location down to
the UEs1 Every
P to this cost.
P request contributes
)∗p+
Let V i = j ni,j ∗p. and V1i = j (ni,j −ncache
i,j
P if mod
i
∗q. Here V1 is the total traffic volume carried
j ni,j
between the origin servers and the caches at level i. V i
is the total traffic corresponding to all the incoming
requests to the network. Since this is independent of
the caching level, we shall drop superscripts and use
V to refer to this term in the remainder of the paper.
Then
X
Ni,j = V1i ∗ B1,i + V ∗ Bi,L
(2)
Ni =

Ti =

X

(3)

j

3.4 Simplifying cost parameters

Computing Ri : Ri,j is the sum of the following:
1. The storage overhead cost nui,j ∗ p ∗ s at the cache.
+ nsrc
2. The disk bandwidth cost (ncache
i,j ) ∗ p ∗ d at
i,j
the caching system used for reading (for a cache hit) or

As the number of cost parameters is large, we now introduce a practical approach to simplifying them where
it makes sense to do so. We note that, although different networks probably have different cost parameter
values, our simplification approach below can apply to

1

This only includes the wireline costs between the cache and
the UE as the radio network cost is excluded.
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Table 1: Vxi normalized by V , caching benefits, and saving percentage
i
1
2
3
4

V1i
0.7037
0.7151
0.7336
0.7639

V2i
0.2349
0.2470
0.2719
0.3122

V3i
0.6890
0.6890
0.6876
0.6859

caching benefits
−c − 0.2349 ∗ s − 0.6890 ∗ d + 0.2973 ∗ t
−c − 0.2480 ∗ s − 0.6890 ∗ d + 0.2849 ∗ (t + b1,2 )
−c − 0.2719 ∗ s − 0.6876 ∗ d + 0.2664 ∗ (t + b1,2 + b2,3 )
−c − 0.3122 ∗ s − 0.6859 ∗ d + 0.2361 ∗ (t + b1,2 + b2,3 + b3,4 )

saving percentage
18.27 − 0.1641 ∗ (c/b1,2 )
17.53 − 0.1704 ∗ (c/b1,2 )
26.62 − 0.1726 ∗ (c/b1,2 )
23.61 − 0.1765 ∗ (c/b1,2 )

cost, and the percentage savings become approximately
26.62%, 23.61%, 18.27%, 17.53% at the RDC, SGSN,
NDC, GGSN levels, respectively. Generally speaking,
when c/b1,2 is small, caching at the RDC is most beneficial. Caching at RDC and SGSN is more beneficial
than at GGSN and NDC, due to saving of the network
cost b2,3 . RDC caching is more beneficial than SGSN
caching because the former has a better cache hit ratio
although it also has the additional cost of (relatively
small) b3,4 . For similar reason, NDC caching is more
beneficial than GGSN caching.
These results indicate that in the studied case, network costs need to be quite high before caching becomes
beneficial from a financial perspective. However, a second benefit of caching is improved performance, e.g.,
reduced latency, for the user. We are currently evaluating the impact of caching on user experience.

other networks, and the parameters in our studied network are realistic.
Recall our goal is to evaluate the relative caching
benefits at different levels i, which are essentially determined by the ratios of the cost parameters. We first
assume a consistent cost unit.
We further assume that the computation cost c = y
cost units per Mbyte, and the network cost is z cost
units per Mbyte per mile. We now show that practically
all other parameters can be approximated by a constant
times y or z.
We assume the storage cost s = 1.3 ∗ y cost units
per MByte and the storage bandwidth cost d = 1.3 ∗ y
cost units per MByte. This is a rough estimate in our
context based on some commercial CPU/storage prices
at some cloud computing providers. We assume b1,2 = z
and b3,4 = z since the GGSN is physically located in the
NDC and the SGSN is physically located in the RDC
and we use 1 mile to approximate the distance. We
specify the transit cost t = 800 ∗ z since 800 is a typical
value for average route miles of traffic in North America.
Similarly we specify b2,3 = 500∗z , assuming the typical
NDC-RDC distance to be 500 miles - this is realistic
as all US based providers have a very small number
of NDCs in the US. Using these realistic assumptions
we can reduce the independent cost parameters to just c
and b1,2 . The cost saving percentages of caching at level
i over the noncaching solution (cost=V ∗ (B1,L + t) =
1302 ∗ b1,2 ), after the above simplification, is shown in
the last column of Table 1, for the traffic demand in our
data.

4. CONCLUSION
We explored the potential of forward caching in 3G
cellular networks by using traffic traces generated by
millions of users from one of the world’s largest 3G cellular networks. We found that the cache hit ratio is 33%
when caching at NDCs, and as the population size grows
from 10 to 1 million UEs, the cache hit ratio increases
but exhibits diminishing additional benefits for larger
populations. We developed a caching cost model that
shows the tradeoffs between deploying forward caching
at different levels in the 3G network hierarchy. By simulating the caching model at each network element on our
large data set, we provide a set of parameters that can
be used to calculate the benefit based on any network
cost parameters. In our case study, we found caching
at RDCs is the most beneficial with a 26.7% savings in
cost. However, we also found that for a wide range of
network cost parameters, caching is not that beneficial
and, in fact, can cost significantly more than delivering
the objects from the origin servers.
Building on this work, we see a number of opportunities for future research. One area we plan to explore
is benefits of reduced latency achieved from caching.

3.5 Results and Sensitivity Test
The cost saving percentage is essentially a function of
the caching level i and c/b1,2 , the ratio of the computation cost to the network bandwidth cost. We now briefly
analyze how the caching saving percentage changes with
these two parameters. A positive value represents savings whereas a negative value represents additional costs
when caching is deployed. When the c/b1,2 value is
large, e.g., 1000, (i.e., computing cost is significantly
higher than network bandwidth cost) caching solutions
at all levels cost more than a non-caching solution.
When c/b1,2 decreases to respectively to 111.33, 102.87,
154.23, and 133.77, the savings correspondingly turn
positive for the NDC, GGSN, RDC, and SGSN levels. When c/b1,2 becomes very small, such as 0.01, the
network cost is significantly higher than the computing
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